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A B S T R A C T

The challenge of controlling crowd movement at large events expands not only to the realm
of emergency evacuations but also to improving non-critical conditions related to operational
efficiency and comfort. In both cases, it becomes necessary to develop adaptive crowd motion
control systems. In particular, adaptive cell-based crowd evacuation systems dynamically
generate exit-choice recommendations favoring a coordinated group dynamic that improves
safety and evacuation time. We investigate the viability of using this mechanism to develop
a ‘‘leader-follower’’ evacuation system in which a trained evacuation staff guides evacuees
safely to the exit gates. To validate the proposal, we use a simulation–optimization framework
integrating microscopic simulation. Evacuees’ behavior has been modeled using a three-layered
architecture that includes eligibility, exit-choice changing, and exit-choice models, calibrated
with hypothetical-choice experiments. As a significant contribution of this work, the proposed
behavior models capture the influence of leaders on evacuees, which is translated into exit-
choice decisions and the adaptation of speed. This influence can be easily modulated to evaluate
the evacuation efficiency under different evacuation scenarios and evacuees’ behavior profiles.
When measuring the efficiency of the evacuation processes, particular attention has been paid
to safety by using pedestrian Macroscopic Fundamental Diagrams (p-MFD), which model the
crowd movement dynamics from a macroscopic perspective. The spatiotemporal view of the
evacuation performance in the form of crowd-pressure vs. density values allowed us to evaluate
and compare safety in different evacuation scenarios reasonably and consistently. Experimental
results confirm the viability of using adaptive cell-based crowd evacuation systems as a guidance
tool to be used by evacuation staff to guide evacuees. Interestingly, we found that evacuation
staff motion speed plays a crucial role in balancing egress time and safety. Thus, it is expected
that by instructing evacuation staff to move at a predefined speed, we can reach the desired
balance between evacuation time, accident probability, and comfort.

1. Introduction

Research on crowd evacuations has paid much attention to emergency scenarios (Helbing and Mukerji, 2012). However,
congestion management and operational inefficiency in the use of infrastructures remain an issue (Murakami et al., 2020). Thus,
whether the objective is to manage evacuation emergencies or improve non-critical conditions related to comfort, reduce contacts
between people, or operational efficiency, research in adaptive crowd evacuation systems takes on a very relevant role. The objective
is to control crowd movements in real-time to ensure no dangerous situation occurs, guaranteeing reasonable egress times.
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Adaptive crowd evacuation management has a clear connection with available technologies. Modern crowd detection technolo-
gies (Jacques et al., 2010; Kaiser et al., 2018), positioning systems (Nguyen-Huu et al., 2017), pedestrian tracking systems (Johansson
et al., 2008; Brunetti et al., 2018) and high-performance computing should be translated into the development of real-time crowd
evacuation systems (Kok et al., 2016; Haghani, 2020a), taking advantage of all the accumulated know-how about crowd dynamics
(Helbing and Molnár, 1995; Zhang et al., 2012). Efficient real-time coordination of evacuees (Bi and Gelenbe, 2019) can be achieved
by deploying guidance systems that dynamically inform to pedestrians about exits (Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia, 2021), the
paths (Wang et al., 2015), speed (Truong et al., 2019), and the evacuation start time (Abdelghany et al., 2014; Murakami et al.,
2020).

The performance of crowd evacuations can be strongly affected by individual exit-choice decisions (Kinateder et al., 2018; Chen
et al., 2018; Haghani and Sarvi, 2019b; Feliciani et al., 2020). Therefore, behavioral modification methods through optimal active
instructions have the potential to effectively make people be part of the evacuation solution, as stated in the systematic review of
optimization methods for pedestrian evacuations in Haghani (2020b), which presents the ‘‘behavioral optimization’’ concept and its
relevance in optimizing crowd evacuations.

Research efforts in real-time guidance for crowd evacuations have proposed mechanisms for providing pedestrians with dynamic
exit-choice information. Several studies have focused on providing optimal exit-choice information using optimal static plans
obtained through simulation–optimization methods (Abdelghany et al., 2014; Guo, 2018). However, in this paper, we are interested
in adaptive strategies since, in realistic scenarios, the environment dynamics may change over time in unpredictable ways (Zhong
et al., 2016).

Crowd evacuation management based on dynamic information about the exit-choice or speed is challenging, not only because
of the potential algorithmic complexity in the design of mechanisms but also because of the usability of the system. The
information provided by the system must be easy to understand and translate into individual actions if these systems are to work
in real-world scenarios (Ferscha and Zia, 2010). Cell-based crowd evacuation systems emerge as reliable candidates to support
coordinated pedestrian dynamics using existing technologies (Zhong et al., 2016; Guo, 2018; Lopez-Carmona and Paricio-Garcia,
2020; Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia, 2021). In these systems, pedestrians receive guidance information dynamically depending
on their position in a cell-based pedestrian positioning infrastructure. Though guidance information has been typically restricted to
exit-choice recommendations, it can be extended, for instance, to trajectory or speed recommendations.

Within the ‘‘behavioral optimization’’ research line defined in Haghani (2020b), our previous research (Lopez-Carmona and
Paricio Garcia, 2021) proposed an adaptive guidance system (Cell-based Crowd Evacuation, CellEVAC) that provides optimal
exit-choice instructions through wearable devices. CellEVAC implements a heuristic function that integrates influential factors on
exit-choice decision-making, which is optimized using a simulation–optimization methodology. This function works as a controller to
generate the exit-choice indications. Our system exhibited better overall performance than previous approaches based on Cartesian
Genetic Programming (Zhong et al., 2016,b).

As an extension of Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia (2021), in Lopez-Carmona and Paricio-Garcia (2020) we proposed a system
architecture for CellEVAC based on the use of light-emitting diode (LED) wristbands, a controller node, and a network of Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) devices. We aimed to study the sensitivity of evacuation time and safety to uncertainty in the
positioning system.

An important aspect to consider when analyzing the efficiency of this type of systems is how the compliance rate influences
evacuation efficiency (Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia, 2021). How many evacuees are to use the system and behave when
receiving instructions. In the existing literature on cell-based evacuation systems, typically, evacuation scenarios assume that the
entire population is a system user (Abdelghany et al., 2014; Zhong et al., 2016). Our proposal in Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia
(2021) evaluated scenarios with two subpopulations of evacuees. One group of evacuees with wearable devices committed to
following the instructions, and another group that does not heed exit recommendations, whose behavior is modeled using a simple
exit choice model that does not capture the influence of adjacent pedestrians’ wearing wristbands. In this paper, our proposal is use
CellEVAC as a leader-follower guidance system in which trained evacuation personnel (“leaders” hereafter), wearing the wristbands,
guide the rest of pedestrians (‘‘followers’’ hereafter). Thus, the extension of existing behavioral models to capture the influence of
leader agents is mandatory.

In Zhou et al. (2019a), a survey on guided crowd evacuation analyses existing research on crowd evacuation with leaders.
Most research has been focused on proposing microscopic models to simulate guided crowd dynamics and investigate the effect of
leaders on evacuation efficiency (Lu et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2021). The existing literature also includes proposals
based on optimal control that aim at minimizing constraints imposed on the system, such as trajectory optimization and evacuation
time minimization (Tianhe and Ziheng, 2018). The limitation of these works is that they are not thought to be applied to practical
scenarios but to evaluate optimal behaviors from a theoretical perspective. A similar approach can be found in Zhang and Jia (2021),
which proposes to obtain an optimal guidance strategy based on exit selection and leaders’ location plan using a cell transmission
model. However, the guidance strategy is not adaptive so that the optimal values are obtained through a simulation–optimization
process and remain unchanged during the evacuation process. Also, in Zhou et al. (2019b), a social force model is extended to model
the dynamics of leaders and followers. Authors formulate an optimization problem that determines the initial location of leaders
as well as the optimal evacuation routes for the evacuation leaders. To the best of our knowledge, there is a gap in the existing
literature regarding adaptive leader–follower-based crowd evacuation systems applied to realistic evacuation scenarios.

Our central hypothesis is that a cell-based guidance system including exit recommendations, in which a reduced number of
leaders receive instructions from the evacuation system through the wristbands, trained to move at a predefined speed, and with
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an informed population of the existence of leaders, can facilitate efficient and safe evacuation processes with existing technologies
and at a reasonable cost.

We are interested in evaluating the benefits of using the adaptive cell-based evacuation paradigm as a leader-based guidance
system. Consequently, another central question of our study concerns modeling follower pedestrian behavior to assess the efficiency
of the guidance system. Which could be a valid alternative to model the imitation or following behavior? We are also interested in
applying a consistent safety metric, considering a macroscopic safety measurement covering the whole evacuation area.

With the purposes mentioned, an adaptive leader-based crowd guidance system is proposed. Colors (indications) corresponding
to an exit gate are dynamically displayed in the leaders’ LED wristbands depending on their cell position. The system’s kernel
is a heuristic function that dynamically allocates exit gates depending on several sensed environmental factors, optimized using a
simulation–optimization method attending to local congestion and evacuation time goals. The heuristic function embodies influential
factors that would operate on individual exit-choice decision-making. These factors include the (i) flow of pedestrians to exit gates,
(ii) congestion at exits, (iii) distance, and (iv) inertia to maintaining the previous recommendations. A reduced number of trained
evacuation staff members (leaders) are expected to wear the LED wristbands and follow the indications provided by the system,
approaching the exit gates at a predefined target average speed.

To model evacuees (followers) behavior, we use the three-layered exit-choice behavior model architecture proposed by Haghani
and Sarvi (2019b), with eligibility, exit-choice changing, and exit-choice modules, which has been extended to capture the influence
of leaders on evacuees in terms of exit-choice and speed. These modules are implemented with a discrete-choice modeling framework
based on random utility theory and calibrated with already existing hypothetical-choice experiments (Haghani et al., 2014, 2016;
Haghani and Sarvi, 2017).

The type of hazard that causes the need to evacuate plays a main role in the viability of an evacuation system. Our proposal
is expected to be valid in two general evacuation scenarios. Firstly, in non-emergency evacuation scenarios, where the goal is to
improve operational efficiency by trading-off evacuation time and safety (e.g., in music concert tours where operational efficiency
is a must). Secondly, in emergency evacuation scenarios where the hazard does not disproportionately influence evacuation staff or
the evacuee’s urgency levels. The three-layered proposed model for follower behavior is calibrated for real scenarios in which the
direct influence of the hazard on pedestrian behavior is not physical. So, our proposal would not be valid in general, for instance,
for explosions within the evacuation area. However, it would be valid for bomb threats or any other kind of external threat.

In the validation of our proposal, we conduct extensive simulations and measure the evacuation efficiency in three dimensions,
egress time, safety, and the number of decision changes. We pay particular attention to crowd safety, measured from a macroscopic
perspective using pedestrian Macroscopic Fundamental Diagrams as proposed in Saberi and Mahmassani (2014), Hoogendoorn
et al. (2018), using crowd-pressure vs. density values, (Helbing and Molnár, 1995; Feliciani and Nishinari, 2018) and propose a
threshold-based method to compare safety in different evacuation scenarios.

This study contributes to the growing literature on interventional approaches that seek to improve evacuation efficiency rather
than predict or describe evacuations. The paper makes several contributions to the literature on optimization approaches based
on behavioral modification, training, and active instructions, which is gaining increasing attention as a promising method in both
effectiveness and practicality (Haghani, 2020b). More specifically, the paper fills a gap in the existing literature about the practicality
of leader–follower-based crowd evacuation systems.

First, this study adds to the leader-following crowd evacuation research, providing insights on the first use of cell-based
evacuation systems to manage the evacuation staff’s motion adaptively. Second, our paper contributes with a comprehensive and
calibrated behavior model based on three layers, which is distinct from similar studies by considering the influence of the evacuation
staff in terms of exit-choice and speed. This proposal of a three-layered behavior model for follower pedestrians is also an important
contribution from an architectural perspective, from which different leader-following patterns can be easily formulated and tested.
Third, in contrast to most existing research on interventional approaches aiming to optimize egress time, we also consider safety
by evaluating crowd motion from a macroscopic perspective, which has allowed us to augment our understanding of the balance
between egress time and safety in leader-follower evacuations. Fourth, this study helps provide a better understanding of how
the heterogeneity of the population of followers influences evacuation performance. Finally, this study provides evidence that the
proposed modeling architecture can fit different guidance system modeling alternatives.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the evacuation scenario, and the CellEVAC system, including
the control logic. Section 3 outlines our modeling framework for evacuees (followers), which includes the conceptualization of
exit-choice models, eligibility mechanism, exit-choice decision changing and exit-choice decision, and mechanism for the choice of
speed. The evacuation efficiency metrics are outlined in Section 4, mainly focused on describing the measurement of congestion
and safety. Section 5 presents the experimental evaluation, based on microscopic simulation analyses. The last two sections provide
the discussion, concluding comments and possible research extensions.

2. Evacuation scenario and CellEVAC evacuation system

Located in Madrid (Spain), Madrid Arena is an indoor arena with a capacity of 10,248 spectators. In 2012, a stampede at a
Halloween party resulted in the death of five girls due to the excess of capacity, the errors in the indications of the evacuation staff
and police, and the absence of a guidance system to help evacuees (BBC news, 2012). In this paper, we studied the evacuation of the
ground floor with the retractable bleachers removed and a maximum capacity of 3,400 spectators (see Fig. 8 in the experimental
section).
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2.1. CellEVAC evacuation system

In Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia (2021), we presented an adaptive cell-based crowd evacuation system (CellEVAC) that
searches for the optimal control function through meta-heuristic optimization methodology. The cell-based system provides optimal
exit-choice individual recommendations through color codes to all the pedestrians in the facility. Also, we investigated in Lopez-
Carmona and Paricio-Garcia (2020) how to use existing location-aware technologies and wearable devices in the real deployment of
CellEVAC and quantitatively studied the sensitivity of evacuation time and safety to uncertainty in positioning systems. Our proposal
is to use CellEVAC to guide leader agents during evacuation. In the following, we briefly recall the architecture and control logic
that builds the CellEVAC system.

We divide the ground floor into 42 regular hexagonal cells of 9𝑚2 and 6𝑚 width (Fig. 8), which provide a reasonable balance
between control capability, wireless coverage, and computational efficiency. Light-emitting diode (LED) wristbands, widely used
at various event types, from live acts at arenas to sports matches, and corporate events, provide real-time exit gate indications to
pedestrians through the color codes.

The system architecture consists of three subsystems:

1. Monitoring and control logic subsystem (Controller node).
2. Active RFID cell node network (Positioning system).
3. Radio-controlled LED wristbands, with an RFID Reader and radio-frequency (RF) communication capabilities.

The pedestrian flow estimation block in the controller periodically estimates pedestrian density. This block is built on commercially
available pedestrian counting technology (Kurkcu and Ozbay, 2017; Akhter et al., 2019; Lesani et al., 2020; Ilyas et al., 2020).
Pedestrian flow estimation feeds the control logic block that periodically computes the optimal allocation of colors to cells. An RF
transmitter broadcasts messages every four seconds containing the 42 tuples {𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟} that assign a color to each cell.

Cell nodes are equipped with active RFID tags (Chen et al., 2019) that periodically broadcasts its ID (active RFID beacon (Correa
et al., 2017)). The wristbands embed an RFID reader that selects the message ID with the highest Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) to estimate the cell location (Alvarez Lopez et al., 2017). The RF Receiver in the wristband periodically evaluates the broadcast
messages with the tuples 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 from the controller node. The wristband lights up with the corresponding exit gate color by
matching the selected cell ID and cell-color tuples.

2.2. Control logic of CellEVAC for leader-based guidance

The control logic module in the CellEVAC system architecture focuses on optimally allocating colors to cells, an adaptive process
that responds to changing environmental conditions monitored by the pedestrian flow estimation block. The control logic module
is implemented as a heuristic function based on a behavioral optimization approach proposed in Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia
(2021). However, in this work, we propose to use a two-step methodology to find the parameters that define the heuristic function.
Also, the parameters have been defined and normalized differently.

Inspired by the pedestrians’ exit-choice decision modeling based on the Multinomial Logit Model (MLM) (Ortúzar and Willumsen,
2011; Duives and Mahmassani, 2012; Haghani et al., 2016), the heuristic used is a scoring function 𝑉𝑐𝑗 for cell 𝑐 and exit gate 𝑗,
which is given by:

𝑉𝑐𝑗 = 𝛽𝐷 ×𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑗 + 𝛽𝐶 × 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑗 + 𝛽𝐹 × 𝐹𝐿𝑇𝑂𝐸𝑋𝑐𝑗 + (1)
+𝛽𝐼𝑛(𝑡) × 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑐𝑗

The exit gate/color selected for cell 𝑐 at time 𝑡 will be the exit gate 𝑗 that gives the highest score value, being the control
mechanism deterministic, in contrast to the pedestrian behavior modeling, which is probabilistic. Thus, in contrast to the three-
layered model proposed in this paper for pedestrian behavior (Section 3), the CellEVAC mechanism for generating exit-choice
indications only includes one decision-making layer.

In Eq. (1), 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑗 represents the distance from cell 𝑐 to exit 𝑗, normalized in the range of 0–1. 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑗 represents the congestion
at each exit gate 𝑗 defined as the pedestrian density value normalized by the maximum density value found at the different exit
gates. The third attribute is 𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑇𝐸𝑋𝑐𝑗 , which measures the pedestrian flow to exit gate 𝑗, relative to the highest flow measured
from cell 𝑐. The parameters 𝛽𝐷, 𝛽𝐶 and 𝛽𝐹 weigh the relative importance of each attribute, defined as constant values for all 𝑉𝑐𝑗 .
These parameters are expected to take negative values if the selection of exit gates is favored by shorter distances and less congestion
at exits and pedestrian flows.

The fourth attribute is the 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 value, which models how the controller is likely to revise the previous exit gate allocations.
The main objective of this parameter is to modulate the changing ratio and avoid the flip-flop effect. This attribute is defined as a
binary categorical 0–1 value that equals 1 if the previous exit gate of cell 𝑐 is 𝑗, and is 0 otherwise. For example, for a given cell 𝑐
let us assume that the previous allocation is exit gate 𝑘. When calculating the new 𝑉𝑐𝑗 values for cell 𝑐, 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑐𝑗 = 1 if 𝑗 == 𝑘 and
𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑐𝑗 = 0 otherwise. In a general context, 𝛽𝐼𝑛(𝑡) will take positive values to modulate the probability of selecting the current exit
gate. Note that with negative values, we would be modulating the probability of avoiding the current exit gate. In contrast to the
other parameters, the parameter modulating the 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 attribute has been defined as time-dependent as follows:

𝛽𝐼𝑛(𝑡) = 𝛽𝐼𝑛 ×
(

1 −
𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑠(𝑡)

𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑠(𝑡 = 0)

)

(2)
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Table 1
Optimal configuration of the parameters of the CellEVAC
heuristic function.

𝛽𝐷 𝛽𝐶 𝛽𝐹
CellEVAC −7.709 −2.815 −2.49

According to Eq. (2), the parameter 𝛽𝐼𝑛(𝑡) tends to 𝛽𝐼𝑛 as evacuation progresses. The frequency of the changes can be modulated
using the parameter 𝛽𝐼𝑛, for an update cycle of 4 s which is kept constant.

2.3. Simulation–optimization for configuring the control logic

To configure the parameters of the heuristic function 𝑉𝑐𝑗 , we first performed simulation–optimization experiments to find values
for coefficients 𝛽𝐷, 𝛽𝐶 , and 𝛽𝐹 that minimize the sum of evacuation time (measured in seconds) and variance of the cumulative
pedestrian densities (in peds∕m2) at the exit gates (Eq. (3)). By including the variance of cumulative densities, our objective was to
search for a control logic that would balance the pedestrian flows at the exits. Note that the Inertia parameter is excluded from the
simulation–optimization process.

min(𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + Var{𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗=1...𝑁}) (3)

The simulation–optimization process adopts the Tabu-Search algorithm (TS) (Glover, 1997), using the simulation–optimization
framework that we developed in Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia (2021). Each microscopic crowd evacuation simulation guides
the search by evaluating the fitness (Eq. (3)) of the solutions generated by the TS algorithm (e.g., the different tuples 𝛽𝐷, 𝛽𝐶 and
𝛽𝐹 ). The different combinations of parameters of the CellEVAC heuristic function (𝛽𝐷, 𝛽𝐶 and 𝛽𝐹 ) are the ‘‘CellEVAC heuristic
function candidates’’. The simulation results (evacuation time and variance of cumulative density at exit gates) from each evacuation
simulation for a given tuple of parameters guide the optimization process.

In Haghani and Sarvi (2019a), different compositions of exit choice behaviors in a human crowd are tested to investigate the
influence of the penetration rate of optimal choice behavior in evacuation efficiency. For a penetration rate of optimal behavior
of 50% and above, the benefits in the evacuation efficiency become marginal. Intuitively, to configure the evacuation scenario to
perform the simulation–optimization process, the composition should include a population following the desired behavior of at
least 50%. Thus, in our simulation–optimization process, we have assumed a population of 3400 pedestrians, and that all use the
CellEVAC system.

There does not exist a unique possibility of combining simulation and optimization (Figueira and Almada-Lobo, 2014).
One of the factors that influence the efficiency of the search process of an optimal solution is the search scheme that relates
realizations/simulations (replicas) and solutions. If we apply a 1–1 scheme, and the stochasticity of realizations is high, the search
process may become myopic. Our strategy is to apply a [3–10] to 1 scheme, which estimates for each new replica and the previous
replicas of a given solution the average value of all the results obtained, and the corresponding confidence interval. By increasing the
number of replicas, the confidence interval is expected to be progressively reduced. The simulations for a given solution end when
the confidence interval is below a predefined error percentage around the average value, or when the maximum number of replicas
is reached. Up to our knowledge, there is no general method to define the minimum and the maximum number of replicas. Usually,
this is made by observing the convergence of the optimization process. The range [3–10], with a confidence interval of 90%, 5% of
error as threshold, and 200 iterations (heuristic function candidates) provides a good convergence. Thus, for 200 iterations, there
will be 200 heuristic function candidates and between 200 × 3=600 and 200 × 10=2000 simulations.

The resulting configuration from the optimization process is shown in Table 1. As expected, all the parameters took negative
values, with an influence of the distance parameter that doubled the influence of congestion and pedestrian flows to exits.

Finally, in the second step for configuring the control logic, using the optimal configuration of parameters 𝛽𝐷, 𝛽𝐶 and 𝛽𝐹 , we
varied manually 𝛽𝐼𝑛. We found that 𝛽𝐼𝑛 = 3 induced a reasonable changing ratio with good performance results. Though it would
have been possible to include the 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 in the optimization process, we found it more practical to manually modulate the changing
ratio to the desired level to keep the exit indications’ changing ratio to reasonable values.

3. Pedestrian behavior modeling

The knowledge of the influence factors on evacuees’ behavior is crucial when designing evacuation systems. To capture the
influence of these factors researchers rely on simulated or virtual environments (Bode and Codling, 2013; Bode et al., 2014, 2015),
and decision-making models calibrated with revealed and stated preferences (Haghani et al., 2014), in which exit-choice strategies
play a main role (Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2004; Kinateder et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018; Duives and Mahmassani, 2012).

In our evacuation scenario, two different forms of pedestrian behavior can be broadly distinguished. The behavior of the CellEVAC
leaders who wear LED wristbands and choose the exits indicated by the CellEVAC system, and that of pedestrians who do not
wear LED wristbands, and attend to external factors in the decision-making processes for the choice of exit. The movement during
evacuation simulations is governed by the microscopic SFM model and exit-choice in both behavior models.
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CellEVAC leaders strictly follow the exit gate recommendations of the CellEVAC system. Therefore, the leaders located in a cell
𝑐 that recommends exit gate 𝑘, will choose exit gate 𝑘 as the destination. We assumed that leaders walked during the evacuation at
a recommended average velocity to guide other pedestrians.

In the following, this section focuses on developing the exit-choice behavior model for pedestrians who do not wear LED
wristbands (followers). This model is implemented in the Pedestrians’ exit-choice/Pedestrians’ MLM exit-choice module of the
simulation–optimization framework.

3.1. Followers’ exit-choice model conceptualization

The first task we tackled was to choose a discrete-choice modeling framework. Our choice was to use the most widely used
theoretical framework, based on random utility theory (Antonini et al., 2006; Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire, 1999; Press, 1985; Ortúzar and
Willumsen, 2011), which is the discrete choice model logit (Luce, 1958; Train, 2009; Ortúzar and Willumsen, 2011). Its popularity
relies upon the fact that the choice probability formula takes a closed-form and is easily interpretable.

This theoretical framework states that:

1. Pedestrians belong to a homogeneous population 𝑃 .
2. There is a set 𝐄 = {𝐸1,… , 𝐸𝑗 ,… , 𝐸𝑁} of alternatives and a set 𝐗 of vectors of attributes of the pedestrians and their

alternatives. A given pedestrian 𝑝 is provided with a particular set of attributes 𝐱 ∈ 𝐗 and will face a choice set 𝐄(𝑝) ∈ 𝐄.
3. Each option 𝐸𝑗 ∈ 𝐄 has associated a utility 𝑈𝑝𝑗 for pedestrian 𝑝. It is assumed that 𝑈𝑝𝑗 can be represented by two components:

(a) 𝑉𝑝𝑗 which is a function of the measured attributes 𝐱; and
(b) a random part 𝜀𝑝𝑗 which reflects the idiosyncrasies of each individual and any observational error.

Thus, we may postulate that:

𝑈𝑝𝑗 = 𝑉𝑝𝑗 + 𝜀𝑝𝑗

𝐕 carries the subscript 𝑝 because it is a function of the attributes 𝐱 and this may vary between pedestrians. It can be
assumed that the residuals 𝜀 are random variables with mean 0 and a certain probability distribution to be specified. A
typical expression for 𝐕 is:

𝑉𝑝𝑗 =
∑

𝑘
𝛽𝑗𝑘𝑥𝑝𝑗𝑘

where the parameters (coefficients) 𝛽 may vary across alternatives but are assumed to be constant for all individuals.
4. The pedestrian 𝑝 selects the maximum-utility alternative 𝐸𝑗 if and only if:

𝑉𝑝𝑗 − 𝑉𝑝𝑖 ⩾ 𝜀𝑝𝑖 − 𝜀𝑝𝑗

Thus, the probability of choosing 𝐸𝑗 is:

𝑃𝑝𝑗 = Prob{𝜀𝑝𝑖 ⩽ 𝜀𝑝𝑗 + (𝑉𝑝𝑗 − 𝑉𝑞𝑖),∀𝐸𝑖 ∈ 𝐸(𝑝)}

and as the joint distribution of the residuals is not known, different model forms may be generated.

The logit model is obtained by assuming that the error terms are independently, identically distributed (IID) extreme values. The
distribution is also called Gumbel and Extreme Value Type I. With this assumption, the choice probabilities of a given option 𝑗 by
pedestrian 𝑝 are:

𝑃𝑝𝑗 =
exp(𝑉𝑝𝑗 )

∑

𝐸𝑖∈𝐸(𝑝) exp(𝑉𝑝𝑖)
(4)

The model is called the Multinomial Logit Model (MLM) when more than two options are available. In decision-making processes
with only two options, the formula is reduced to a binary logit formula, in which the coefficients of the utility function of one of
the two alternatives are set to zero to meet the identification requirements of the model.

Once the discrete-choice modeling framework was chosen, the next step was to decide how to formalize the adaptive exit-choice
processes. Studies have paid a great deal of attention to modeling directional decision making (Duives and Mahmassani, 2012;
Haghani et al., 2014; Bode et al., 2014, 2015; Haghani et al., 2016; Haghani and Sarvi, 2017, 2018), in which the decision-making
process is based exclusively on an evaluation of the attributes of each exit gate and the individual characteristics of the pedestrian,
this being a dynamic and periodic single-stage process. However, it is well known that strategy adaptation is a multi-dimensional
process that can be observed concerning several aspects of pedestrians’ behavior. In Haghani and Sarvi (2019b) identify at least four
different dimensions in strategy adaptation: local navigation (Antonini et al., 2006), global pathfinding (Kneidl et al., 2013), reaction
decisions (Bode and Codling, 2019), exit direction choices (Ehtamo et al., 2010; Duives and Mahmassani, 2012; Bode and Codling,
2013; Haghani et al., 2015; Kinateder et al., 2018), and choice of speed (Fridolf et al., 2013). Moreover, it is crucial for modeling
purposes to capture how during evacuations, humans adjust their previous choices in response to the changing environment to
improve their strategies, which implies considering the historical evolution and current state of the decision-making process.

In Haghani and Sarvi (2019b), a discrete choice model is proposed that incorporates the fundamental factors that influence the
tendency to revise previous exit decisions. The exit choice decision-making process is implemented with a three-phase iterative
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process. The first phase includes an initial eligibility mechanism, determining if pedestrians can change their previous exit choice.
This phase incorporates those factors that make it possible to determine whether exit-choice changing is physically unfeasible or
unnecessary. For pedestrians that can change their decisions, in the second phase, a Binary Logit Model is used to decide on changing
of exit gate by evaluating environmental and individual factors. The last phase makes the final exit-choice using a Multinomial Logit
Model, calibrated with real laboratory simulation data.

Later, in Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia (2021), we took a different approach to model decision-making by including a
time-dependent inertia parameter in the exit choice formula to reinforce the previous exit-choice decisions to a given degree. This
strategy allowed us to simplify the formulation and speed up behavioral optimization processes. However, we did not include any
eligibility mechanism, and the MLM was not calibrated because our goal was to find optimal strategies. Although it would have
been possible to use a two-phase process with an eligibility mechanism and an exit-choice model including an inertia parameter, in
this work, it was decided to apply Haghani’s structure of three stages for neutrality and calibration reasons.

The final step in the followers’ exit-choice model conceptualization was to identify the influential factors that explain pedestrians’
decision-making (Duives and Mahmassani, 2012; Lovreglio et al., 2014; Kinateder et al., 2018). The first criterion in choosing the
attributes of the model was their relevance reported by the literature. The second criterion was the number of attributes to include,
considering that a small number of attributes benefits model calibration and interpretation (Haghani and Sarvi, 2019b). The third
consideration was the structural decision of defining a three-layered model, including the eligibility, exit-choice changing, and
directional decision-making. The final consideration was the necessity of modeling the influence of leaders on pedestrians.

Thus, we assumed that exit-choice changing is motivated by the imbalance between congestion at exit gates, among those exits
that are visible to the pedestrian. Furthermore, a social influence factor attends to neighbor behavior, which is a significant factor that
influences exit-choice. An inertia parameter modulates the probabilistic trade-off over the factors influencing exit-choice changing
to model the pedestrians’ tendency to maintain initial choices. Finally, a CellEVAC leader influence factor attends to changes in the
leaders’ recommendations. For the final exit-choice decisions, we assumed that they are motivated by the distance to exit gates,
congestion at exits, the flow of pedestrians to an exit, and the leaders’ recommendations.

In the following, the eligibility mechanism, exit-choice changing, and exit-choice models are formalized.

3.1.1. Eligibility mechanism
Haghani and Sarvi (2019b) report that a pivotal element when modeling the decision changes is to give this chance to pedestrians

for whom a change is physically possible. This mainly excludes the pedestrians confined by the surrounding crowd jam. Also, it is not
very likely to make any change for a pedestrian who is progressing satisfactorily towards an exit gate. Therefore, as in Haghani and
Sarvi (2019b), the following criteria were defined to determine whether or not a follower is eligible to make a changing decision.
The local crowd density experienced by a pedestrian at a radius 𝑟 = 2𝑚 is measured. In order to be eligible, the following two
conditions concerning local density and speed have to be met simultaneously. The simultaneous constraint of a minimum on the
density and a speed maximum makes sure that the evacuee is experiencing a delay. Whereas the imposition of an upper bound on
the density guarantees that the subject is not trapped.

1 peds∕m2 < 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 < 5 peds∕m2 AND𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 < 1 m∕s

The maximum 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 threshold is different to that used in Haghani and Sarvi (2019b), being increased from 3 peds∕m2

to 5 peds∕m2. We found by observing the behavior patterns in simulations that with low maximum thresholds, the influence of
CellEVAC leaders’ indications were not conveniently captured.

3.1.2. Decision changing model
The decision changing model is formulated as a binary logit with five parameters. The two alternatives considered are ‘change’

and ‘not change’ (of the exit choice). The utility of the ‘change’ alternative, 𝑈𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒, is defined as Eq. (5), where 𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 and 𝜀𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒
are the systematic and error components.

The systematic component contains four variables and an alternative-specific constant. The first variable is the ‘Congestion
Ratio’ (CongRatio), which measures the pedestrian density at each exit, 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑛, relative to the density at the least congested exit,
𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛, normalized by the 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑛 value. The value of CongRatio tends towards 1 when the imbalance grows, so the probability
of change increases.

‘Visibility’ (VIS) is defined as a binary categorical 0–1 variable that equals 1 if a less congested exit is visible and below a distance
threshold from the position of the evacuee and is 0 otherwise. Intuitively, pedestrians are to change their decisions when alternative
exits are known.

The third variable ‘Social Influence’ (SocInf) reflects that evacuees are to change decisions after observing others making a similar
decision change. For a pedestrian who has chosen exit 𝑛 initially, the binary variable SocInf takes the value of 1 if another evacuee
has changed its exit decision from exit 𝑛 within the last 𝑡 seconds.

‘IndicationChange’ is the fourth variable, which models the influence that variations in leaders’ exit indications can have
when initiating a decision change process. When a pedestrian detects a change in the indication of the exit gate, the variable
‘IndicationChange’ will take the value 1, reinforcing the probability of exit change. In general, for a pedestrian to detect the
recommendations of a leader agent, they must be at a distance less than a predetermined threshold 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟. Of those leader agents
within the distance threshold, for simplicity, in our work, the closest agent is taken as the influencing agent. ‘IndicationChange’
takes the value 0 when there are no influencing leader agents or there are no changes in indications.
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Table 2
Configuration of the parameters of the decision changing model.
𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 𝛽𝐶𝑅 𝛽𝑉 𝛽𝑆 𝛽𝐼
−7.5 3.5 0.8 (dist. threshold: 70%) 0.8 (time-horizon: 2 s) 1.75 (dist.threshold: 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟=0–2 m)

Existing studies have confirmed that during evacuation simulations is crucial to maintain the decision change ratio at a low value,
preventing simulated evacuees from ‘flip-flopping’ and producing unrealistic behaviors. This effect is captured with a negative value
for the ‘Inertia’ constant.

𝑈 𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝑉 𝑝

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 𝜀𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 + 𝛽𝐶𝑅 ×
𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑛 − 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑛
(5)

+𝛽𝑉 × 𝑉 𝐼𝑆 + 𝛽𝑆 × 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝐼𝑛𝑓

+𝛽𝐼 × 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 𝜀𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

Hence, the probability of the ‘change’ is obtained using the binary logit formula in Eq. (6).

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒
(6)

The simplicity of this formulation keeps computational efficiency to an acceptable level when simulating large crowds, making
potential calibrations possible. Moreover, if one desires to obtain the coefficient values using a simulation–optimization or try and
error methodology, it is critical not to work with too many freedom degrees. Also, as suggested in Haghani and Sarvi (2019b),
unit-less attributes help keep the model’s generalizability level. For instance, 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 is based on the indications of the
closest leader agent. Alternatively, we could have used a majority voting alternative to obtain the perceived exit gate indication.

The exit-choice changing model performance is impacted by the frequency at which the pedestrians revise their decisions. The
simulation software uses an update cycle of 1 s to update the formulas. However, the 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 attribute modulates the changing ratio
and when evacuees make new decisions. Even when a pedestrian is eligible, a decision change is not guaranteed. If the decision is
to change, the initially chosen exit is excluded.

The base values of the model for the first four parameters are the same as that in Haghani and Sarvi (2019b), which produces
good patterns of decision changing in a simulation environment. Alternative empirically calibrated values for these parameters can
be used (Haghani et al., 2020), which produce similar results. The new 𝛽𝐼 parameter was chosen based on an extensive experimental
search process and set to 1.75, between 𝛽𝐶𝑅 and 𝛽𝑉 −𝑆 , obtaining reasonable behavior patterns of decision changing (Table 2). The
distance threshold 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 was varied in the simulations between 0 m and 2 m, allowing us to modulate their degree of influence,
which indirectly will depend on the number of leader agents in the evacuation scenario. It is important to note that it would
have been possible to modulate the influence of the leader agents in the change of decisions by varying 𝛽𝐼 𝑦 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 at the same
time. However, we preferred balancing and minimizing the degrees of freedom in modeling the degree of the leader agents’ global
influence, by using 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 only in the decision changing model, and another parameter in the exit-choice decision model.

3.1.3. Exit-choice decision model
The exit-choice model is formulated as a Multinomial Logit Model based with four attributes and as many alternatives as exit

gates (Eq. (7)):

𝑈𝑝𝑗 = 𝑉𝑝𝑗 + 𝜀𝑝𝑗 = 𝛽𝐷 ×𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑝𝑗 (7)
+𝛽𝐹 × 𝐹𝐿𝑇𝑂𝐸𝑋𝑝𝑗 + 𝛽𝐶 × 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑗

+𝛽𝐿 × 𝐿𝐸𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑝𝑗 + 𝜀𝑝𝑗

𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑝𝑗 is the distance from pedestrian 𝑝 to exit gate 𝑗, normalized in the range of 0–1 using the maximum distance measured
to the different exits. 𝐹𝐿𝑇𝑂𝐸𝑋𝑝𝑗 , estimates the pedestrian flow from pedestrian 𝑝 to exit gate 𝑗, converted into a unitless attribute
and confined within a fixed interval 0–1, dividing it by the maximum flow measured to the different exits. Therefore, parameter 𝛽𝐹
is positive if pedestrians tend to follow other pedestrians.

The third attribute 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑗 accommodates the congestion at exit gates, measured as a pedestrian density value, and normalized
by the maximum density value found at the different exits. A negative value for parameter 𝛽𝐶 would indicate that pedestrians avoid
congested exit gates.

Finally, the 𝐿𝐸𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑝𝑗 attribute captures the followers’ attitude towards the leader agents. This attribute is defined as a binary
categorical 0–1 variable such that 𝐿𝐸𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑝𝑗 equals 1 if pedestrian 𝑝 perceives an indication from a leader agent to choose exit
𝑗 (e.g., pedestrians see the color corresponding to exit 𝑗 in the led wristband of a leader agent in the vicinity), and is 0 otherwise.
If there are not leader agents within the radius 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟, 𝐿𝐸𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑝𝑗 takes value 0 for all 𝑗, so that utility will not depend on the
indications provided by the CellEVAC system.

We may establish a distinction between environmental factors (distance, pedestrian flows, and congestion), and an exogenous
factor (attitude towards leader agents using the CellEVAC system). Being our objective to evaluate the evacuation processes based
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Table 3
Exit-choice model estimation results (statistical significance of 99%).

Estimate se 𝑡-statistic

𝛽𝐷 (DIST) −5.2002 0.2747 −18.93
𝛽𝐶 (CONG) −4.5501 0.2414 −18.85
𝛽𝐹 (FLTOEX) −0.0605 0.0108 −5.61
Log-likelihood (init) −2083.6
Log-likelihood (final) −1831.838
Pseudo 𝜌2 0.1208305
AIC 3669.68
AICc 3669.82
BIC 3685.62

on the attitude of the pedestrians towards the leader agents, we decided to configure the exit-choice model by calibrating the
environmental parameters 𝛽𝐷, 𝛽𝐹 𝑦 𝛽𝐶 with real evacuation data, leaving as a configurable parameter 𝛽𝐿 that allows modulating
the influence of the indications of the leading agents in the choice of exit.

In order to calibrate the environmental parameters, we used the hypothetical-choice experiments carried out in Haghani et al.
(2016), which replicates emergency evacuations with real participants. This data includes 2338 exit choice samples, in which
the attributes of distance, congestion, pedestrian flow to visible exit, pedestrian flow to non-visible exit and exit visibility are
considered. These data are used in Haghani et al. (2016) to obtain the parameter estimates of two exit-choice models: fixed-parameter
multinomial logit, and random-parameter multinomial logit (mixed-logit). Because there are no obstacles in our evacuation scenario,
and the exit-choice model does not include visibility parameters, we eliminated the samples that included non-visible exits in the
choice set. In this way, the number of observations was reduced to 1503 and 167 decision-makers, including only attributes of
distance, pedestrian flow to exits, and congestion. Data were normalized in the range 0–1 to accommodate the parameter estimation
to our model requirements.

Our fixed-parameter multinomial logit model estimates were inferred from a simulated maximum log-likelihood procedure, using
the ‘mixl’ open-source R package for estimating complex choice models on large datasets (Molloy et al., 2021). As expected, all the
estimated coefficients took negative values, with a more relevant influence of the distance and congestion attributes (Table 3).

In all the experimental setups, we found it reasonable that pedestrians following the indications of leaders were committed
during the entire evacuation process, while leaders followed the indications of the CellEVAC system.

3.1.4. Followers’ choice of speed
During evacuation simulation, leader and follower agents’ motion is governed by the Social Force Model, where the chosen

exit gate determines the directional component. For leader agents, exit choices are determined by the indications provided by
the CellEVAC system, while the eligibility mechanism, exit-choice changing, and exit-choice decision-making processes determine
follower agents’ exit choice. In this research, we assume that leaders are instructed to walk during the evacuation at a recommended
average speed to guide other pedestrians.

It is well known that the individual choice of speed (Fridolf et al., 2013) is one of the main factors that affect the evacuation
processes and that environmental and attitudinal factors condition it. In our research, and for follower agents, a speed choice
mechanism has been designed that depends on the pedestrians’ attitude towards the leader agents’ indications. Being our main
objective to model and study the influence of leaders on pedestrians, it made sense to adapt and model both the choice of exit and
speed. In this way, the follower agents have a predetermined preferred speed, which will be the agent’s speed in free-flow conditions.
Indeed, the actual speed during the simulation will depend on the congestion conditions, although the agent will always try to
advance at the predetermined preferred speed. However, when a follower has a leader in the vicinity, and the leader’s indication
coincides with the agent’s choice, we assume that the follower adapts to the leader with a reasonable probability, and so, his/her
speed is also adapted to the current leader’s speed. Whenever the followers are not under the influence of any leader agent or make
an exit choice that differs from the recommended exit gate, the preferred speed switches to the predetermined speed.

Note that we make no ambiguous categorical assumptions about the underlying motivation that determines the preferred speed
of the follower agents. Our goal is to model a possible situation of urgency in which they tend to walk fast. We, therefore, explicitly
avoid using terms like “panic” to justify the followers’ desired speed, as recommended in Haghani et al. (2019).

4. Evacuation efficiency: evacuation time, measurement of congestion and risk

The metrics most often used in measuring the efficiency of evacuation processes have been the total evacuation time and the
average individual evacuation time. From the perspective of crowd evacuation management, many of the evacuation control systems
described in the literature aim to optimize these values (Abdelghany et al., 2014; Zhong et al., 2016b). However, when considering
this performance measure exclusively, the risk inherent to the speed induced in pedestrians is neglected. If we consider, for example,
a control mechanism design based on a simulation–optimization process, and the risk or danger is not modeled, the mechanism
configured to optimize the evacuation time in the simulation environment may distort the evacuation process in a real environment
where dangerous situations may appear. Furthermore, other more subtle aspects may emerge, such as the number of decision
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changes. A mechanism that causes an excessive number of decision changes could optimize the evacuation time in the simulation
environment but not be applicable in a real environment due to the stress produced.

In this work, we have considered these aspects, and on the one hand, the CellEVAC system is optimized by combining evacuation
time and accumulated density variance at the exit gates (Eq. (3)). It is well known that the dynamics of flow are governed by physical
interactions generating hazardous situations when density becomes too large. Evacuation systems should maintain density under a
critical value to reduce this effect. Thus, by minimizing the variance, we balance the outflows and the accumulated density at the
exits. Moreover, the number of decision changes generated by CellEVAC is modulated by the Inertia parameter 𝛽𝐼𝑛(𝑡), keeping the
ratio of changes under an acceptable threshold. On the other hand, to evaluate the efficiency of evacuation processes, we incorporate
evacuation time factors and congestion measures for risk assessment. In the following, we present in detail the methodology used
to measure the efficiency of the simulated evacuation scenarios in terms of congestion level and risk.

4.1. Measurement of congestion and risk

Density has been typically used to evaluate crowd motion and composition and judge critically intrinsic risk in pedestrian crowds,
though this is not the only relevant property (Helbing and Mukerji, 2012; Dambalmath et al., 2016). As stated in Feliciani and
Nishinari (2018), the limiting capability of density to explain the dynamics of crowds lies in its static nature. Crowds become
particularly dangerous when shock waves propagate, thus creating an alternation of large forces from multiple directions (Helbing
et al., 2007; Helbing and Mukerji, 2012).

In Geroliminis and Daganzo (2008), Geroliminis and Sun (2011), the authors study the existence and properties of macroscopic
fundamental diagrams at urban scale for vehicle networks, connecting flow and density. Saberi and Mahmassani in Saberi and
Mahmassani (2014) introduced the notion of area-wide Fundamental Diagrams for pedestrian crowds, which formulates the relation
between pedestrian density and the average flow (number of pedestrians per meter and per second) in an area. Area-wide FD was
later renamed pedestrian Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (pMFD) in Hoogendoorn et al. (2018), which studies the influence of
spatial density variation on pedestrian flow.

Therefore, although the pedestrian MFD has proven to be a powerful concept in understanding and controlling pedestrian flow
dynamics, the interpretation of the fundamental diagrams as a congestion classification tool should be treated cautiously. In Feliciani
and Nishinari (2016, 2018), it is highlighted that similar fundamental diagrams do not allow, for example, to distinguish different
types of bidirectional flows. In any case, this problem may be less critical in scenarios where the goal is to compare and analyze
the risks of flows with similar patterns of directionality.

Fruin proposed one of the first approaches to classify congestion (Fruin, 1987), the Level of Service (LOS), with which different
types of facilities are rated based on qualitative observations. Each LOS is provided with numerical values for density and flow
expected, changing from facility to facility. The main disadvantage of the LOS is that it is not universal, and implementations for
real-time crowd control are complicated.

For the particular purpose of risk measurement at exit gates, we proposed in Lopez-Carmona and Paricio Garcia (2021) a safety
metric based on the derivation of local fundamental diagrams. For constructing these diagrams, pedestrian flows were induced
with a significant variation in spatial density, including queue build-up, recovery, and blocking phases. We aimed to generate
shockwaves and a representative number of points in the fundamental diagrams. Following this procedure, we obtained FDs, which
were parameterized using density thresholds attending to the different phases observed. Using these thresholds, we derived a formula
to estimate a “safety” metric to evaluate the risk or danger during the evacuation at the different exits.

Focused on a macroscopic view, Feliciani and Nishinari (2018) propose a new method to measure pedestrian congestion and the
intrinsic risk in pedestrian crowds. The different congestion levels are estimated based on the rotational of the velocity vector field
obtained from the collected trajectories of pedestrians. This congestion level is defined as:

𝐶𝑙 =
max(𝑟𝑧) − min(𝑟𝑧)

| ⃖⃗𝑣|

where max(𝑟𝑧) and min(𝑟𝑧) are the maximum and the minimum of the rotational over a region and | ⃖⃗𝑣| is the average absolute velocity
in that region. The congestion level defined as a function of a velocity vector field allows determining the organizational degree
and the dynamical nature of pedestrian crowds. In order to estimate the risk of the crowd, the crowd danger is defined as:

𝐶𝑑 = 𝐶𝑙 ⋅ 𝜌

where 𝜌 is the local density. Authors do not define critical values for crowd danger above which accidents are likely to happen,
but a practical scale for actions to be taken at different levels of crowd danger can be defined. Feliciani et al. show that “crowd
danger” provides a more universal and consistent description of crowd motion. However, in evaluating evacuation processes, the
need to use more or less sophisticated evaluation metrics will depend on the aim of the evaluation. If the objective, as is our case,
is to compare evacuation processes with similar directionality patterns, more straightforward density-based metrics based on MFD
for broad regions and cumulative density measurements at exits (Feliciani et al., 2020) may be sufficient to compare crowd risk and
performance.

To estimate the intrinsic risk of the pedestrian crowd from a macroscopic perspective, in our work, we have used the “crowd
pressure” metric formulated by Helbing et al. (2007), defined as the local variance of velocity multiplied by the corresponding
density given by:

𝐶𝑝 = 𝜌 ⋅ 𝑉 𝑎𝑟(𝑣)
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Fig. 1. Example of Voronoi diagrams for Madrid Arena.

where 𝜌 is the local density and Var(𝑣) is the local temporal variation in pedestrian speed. Using this quantity Helbing et al. identify
regions responsible for ‘‘crowd turbulence’’ (Helbing et al., 2007; Helbing and Mukerji, 2012). To determine the local density we use
the concept of Voronoi diagrams (Steffen and Seyfried, 2010; Zhang and Seyfried, 2013) to the microscopic data from simulations.
Fig. 1 shows an example of two Voronoi diagrams for our evacuation scenario. In a Voronoi diagram each region represents a single
pedestrian and includes all locations closer to the pedestrian than to any other pedestrian. Each point in the diagram shows the
location of a pedestrian 𝑖 at time instant 𝑡𝑘. Being 𝛺𝑖 the area available to the pedestrian, we modify the standard Voronoi diagram
in such a way that 𝐴 = ∪𝑛

𝑖=1𝛺𝑖, where 𝐴 is the walking area (Hoogendoorn et al., 2018). In Fig. 1, we may see that though the
diagrams extend to infinite, the cells are restricted to the evacuation area. Once computed the Voronoi diagram, the pedestrian
specific density is defined as:

𝜌𝑖(𝑡𝑘) =
1

|𝛺𝑖(𝑡𝑘)|
.

The average density of pedestrians at time 𝑡𝑘 is computed by averaging the pedestrian specific densities:

𝜌(𝑡𝑘) =
1
𝑛
∑𝑛

[𝑖=1]
𝜌𝑖(𝑡𝑘),

where 𝑛 is the population of agents in the evacuation area. If our aim is to calculate the flow vs. density MFD, the region-wide
instantaneous mean speed is determined by averaging the speed of all pedestrians at time 𝑡𝑘. On the other hand, to estimate the
crowd-pressure vs. density MFD, the region-wide instantaneous mean speed variance is obtained by averaging the variance of speed
of all pedestrians.

We used the crowd-pressure vs. density MFDs and a predefined crowd-pressure threshold to compare the risk of different
evacuation processes from a wide region perspective. Intuitively, an evacuation scenario will be more or less dangerous, dependent
on the number of crowd-pressure points above the threshold.

In addition to the macroscopic evaluation, the evaluation of scenarios collected in this work includes evaluating the local risk at
the exit gates. Here, we have opted for a simple metric based on a measure of the cumulative density at each exit gate (Murakami
et al., 2020).

5. Microscopic simulation analyses

Here, the experimental results using microscopic simulation are shown and discussed. In all the simulations, the evacuee
population consisted of 3400 pedestrians on the ground floor, the facility’s maximum capacity. Followers were configured to move
at a speed in the range 1.24–1.86 m∕s under free-flow conditions, and the leaders were instructed to move at a lower average speed
of 0.62 m∕s. We aimed to model a very acute emergency condition in which evacuees tend to move at high speed in the presence
of leader agents coordinating the evacuation at a lower speed.

Due to the stochastic nature of the evacuation simulation processes, we ran 10 simulations to obtain each Macroscopic
Fundamental Diagram, with a sampling period of 2.5 s to extract each flow vs. density or crowd-pressure vs. density point. To
estimate the evacuation time, the average evacuation time, average number of decision changes, safety (risk), and cumulative
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Fig. 2. Flow vs. density (first row) and crowd-pressure vs. density (second row) MFDs. Each plot shows the macroscopic fundamental diagrams for different
pedestrian preferred speeds, in evacuation scenarios in which all the pedestrians are leaders and use the CellEVAC system (CellEVAC on), or all the pedestrians
behave according to the calibrated followers’ behavior model (CellEVAC off). The color of each point and the color bar provide a temporal view of the evacuation
process. The sampling period is 2.5 s. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

density at exits, we used the replication algorithm described in Section 2.3, with a minimum of 20 and a maximum of 50 simulations
(replicas).

We first investigated how evacuation performance could be influenced by the CellEVAC system and the pedestrians’ speed. In
these simulation experiments, all-nothing configurations were tested, in which there were only leaders (CellEVAC on) or followers
(CellEVAC off), with a predetermined target speed. The pMFDs with timestamps in Fig. 2 show that for low speeds (0.62 m∕s), the use
of CellEVAC results in similar evacuation times but a significant improvement in crowd pressure. The pressure differences become
less significant for speeds around 1.24 m∕s, with a slight improvement appearing in the range of densities 1–3 m−2, which appear
in the evacuation scenario in the time interval from 1.5 to 3.5 m. The simulation of a scenario without CellEVAC and a speed of
1.86 m∕s confirms a significantly lower evacuation time but a pressure that triples the values achieved in the previous experiments.
In all cases, a hysteresis phenomenon is observed with very high-pressure values, which indicates a significant risk zone at the
beginning of the evacuation process. These experiments confirmed the viability of using CellEVAC to control the evacuation time
and safety from a broad region perspective.

Next, we evaluated the performance of CellEVAC as a leader-based guidance system for different leader ratios and follower
behaviors. Thus, we modeled five types of evacuation scenarios determined by the followers’ preferred speed, the 𝛽𝐿 parameter of
the exit-choice module that modulates the influence of leaders on exit-choice, and the distance at which a follower can detect a
leader.

Two evacuation scenarios assume homogeneous follower behavior with a preferred speed of 1.86 m∕s. The first scenario, Low
leader-following level (Low LF), assigns 𝛽𝐿 = 0 and 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 1 m, which means that followers adapt to leaders’ speed when they are
very close to a leader and have chosen the same exit gate. In the second homogeneous scenario, called High leader-following (High
LF), followers are trained to follow the indications of the leader agents (High LF), parameters 𝛽𝐿 = 10 and 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 2 m, which
means that followers tend to imitate the leader behavior.

The other three evacuation scenarios study heterogeneous populations of followers. In these scenarios, individual followers’
preferred speeds are drawn from a uniform distribution 𝑈 (1.24−1.86) at the beginning of the evacuation process. Also, the distance at
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Table 4
Evacuation scenarios for different follower behaviors: Low LF—homogeneous Low leader-following; High LF—
homogeneous High Leader-Following ; Type A—fully heterogeneous; Type B—heterogeneous LF trend; Type
C—heterogeneous HF trend.

Preferred speed (m/s) 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 (m) 𝛽𝐿
Low LF 1.86 1 0
High LF 1.86 2 10
Type A 𝑈 (1.24 − 1.86) 𝑈 (1 − 2) 𝑈 (0 − 12)
Type B 𝑈 (1.24 − 1.86) 𝑈 (1 − 2) 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 (𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 10)
Type C 𝑈 (1.24 − 1.86) 𝑈 (1 − 2) 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 (𝛼 = 10, 𝛽 = 1)

Fig. 3. Probability density functions for the 𝛽𝐿 parameter in the scenarios Type A-B-C.

which each follower can detect leaders varies dynamically during the evacuation according to a uniform distribution 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝑈 (1−2).
The three scenarios are distinguished depending on how the 𝛽𝐿 parameter values are distributed across the population of followers.
In the Type A scenario, 𝛽𝐿 is drawn from a uniform distribution 𝑈 (0−12) to describe a fully heterogeneous population of followers.
The Type B scenario uses a left-skewed Beta random distribution with parameters 𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 10 in the range 0–12, which defines a
general trend to non-cooperative behavior. Finally, the Type C scenario defines a cooperative behavior scenario with a right-skewed
Beta random distribution with parameters 𝛼 = 10, 𝛽 = 1 in the range 0–12.

Table 4 and Fig. 3 summarize the configurations of the evacuation scenarios.
Fig. 4 reports the pMFDs obtained for several homogeneous scenarios. We observed a clear benefit in evacuation safety (low

crowd pressure) when followers were trained and for evacuation scenarios with many leader agents. However, lower levels of crowd
pressure come at the cost of higher total evacuation time, which may double its value for a leader ratio of 10% (340 pedestrians).
However, note that the leaders’ velocity were configured to a very low value, exaggerating these values. Interestingly, there exist
an evacuation time and average evacuation time peak between the minimum and maximum leader ratio (50% in Low LF and 20%
in High LF scenarios).

Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for each evacuation scenario. Evacuation time and average evacuation time follow the same
trend in all the scenarios, with distributions of values that depend on the homogeneity of the populations. In the Low LF scenario,
the peak is around 50% of the CellEVAC/leader ratio, while the peak moves around the 20% ratio in the High LF scenario. This is
consistent with global coordination with leaders is easier in the High LF scenario. Interestingly, as the number of leaders increases
from these CellEVAC ratios, evacuation time and average evacuation time decreases. These results suggest that more effective and
controlled coordination benefits the evacuation time. In the heterogeneous scenarios, the measurements of evacuation time and
average evacuation time are relatively similar, slightly lower than for the High LF scenario.

Overall, experiment results showed a significant influence of leader ratios on the number of exit-choice changes, with a linear
increase for higher ratios. This comes from the fact that with many leaders, followers’ probability of contacting different leaders
during evacuation increases. We also observed that the number of exit-choice changes for trained followers was less for the same
leader ratio, which appears to be because a change of leader is less likely.

To measure the risk of an evacuation simulation, we used an arbitrary crowd-pressure threshold of 0.04 s−2 and calculated the
ratio of points in the MFD below the threshold (safety value). This threshold was reported in Helbing et al. (2007) to denote crowd
pressure from which fatalities occur. This gives us a rough and simple estimation of safety with values between 0 and 1. Thus,
the safety value gives us the proportion of evacuation time in which there is no apparent risk situation. However, note that this
is an estimate valid for comparison purposes, but that in no case does it allow a precise determination of the actual probability
of accidents occurring. Remarkably, the experimental results showed a significant increase in safety for higher leader ratios and a
High LF level. In the heterogeneous scenarios, we also observed a clear benefit in safety for leader rates above 10%. It confirmed
our hypothesis about the usefulness of having leader agents using CellEVAC and informed pedestrians to improve evacuation safety,
even in heterogeneous scenarios with uneven distributions of trained pedestrians.
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Fig. 4. Crowd-pressure vs. density MFDs for different leader ratios (e.g., 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐸𝑉 𝐴𝐶 = 0.8 defines a ratio of 80%) and leader-following levels. In all the
evacuation scenarios, leaders’ and followers’ preferred speeds are set to 0.62 m∕s and 1.86 m∕s, respectively. In the MFDs on the first column, parameters 𝛽𝐿 = 0
and 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 1 m, defining a low leader-following level. In the second column, 𝛽𝐿 = 10 and 𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 2 m, with followers exhibiting a high leader-following level.

As an example, the performance analysis results for each individualized exit gate have been summarized in Fig. 6, which

corresponds to the Low and High LF scenarios. The box-plot shows the cumulative densities for leader ratios from 0 to 20%, revealing

significantly worse performance when not using the CellEVAC system (red boxes). Also, the cumulative density at exits is lower when

pedestrians exhibit a high LF level, confirming the positive effect on safety at exit gates of having informed pedestrians. However,
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Fig. 5. Box-plots of evacuation time, average evacuation time, the average number of decision changes per pedestrian, and safety for different leader (CellEVAC)
ratios and evacuation scenarios (Low LF, High LF, Type A, Type B, and Type C). The horizontal axes define the different leader ratios in the pedestrian population.

there is no evidence of differences in safety for informed agents when the number of leaders increases. In conclusion, the most
crucial aspect regarding safety at exits is to have informed pedestrians to follow leader agents.

To evaluate the influence of leaders’ velocity on evacuation performance, we developed the same experimental analysis varying
the speed of the leader agents, going from 0.62 to 1.24 m∕s. The results of these experiments confirmed similar trends and correlations
in all cases. As expected, the main performance differences are given by shorter evacuation times, lower levels of overall safety,
and higher accumulated density values at the exits.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative density at exit gates. In all the evacuation scenarios, leaders’ and followers’ preferred speeds are set to 0.62 m∕s and 1.86 m∕s, respectively.
Red boxes represent the cumulative density for evacuation scenarios without leader agents. The horizontal axis groups the results in pairs for Low LF and High
LF levels (blue–black boxes). Each pair of blue–black boxes shows the results for a given leader ratio (0.05, 0.1, 0.2). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The outcomes of single-run simulations for different homogeneous evacuation scenarios are shown in Fig. 7. As expected, in a
scenario without leaders and a target speed of 1.86 m∕s, the evacuation time is short at the cost of high-density values at exits. In
contrast, when all pedestrians use the CellEVAC system, evacuation time increases slightly with a significant decrease in the density
values. For scenarios with a leader ratio of 20%, as expected, evacuation time increases, and density curves flatten. Behind the
flattening of the curves of density is that followers’ speed adaptation to the leaders’ speed produces a grouping effect that benefits
the arrival of pedestrians to the exit gates in a coordinated way.

Finally, for illustrative purpose, snapshots of the single run simulation experiments for the ‘‘NL (No Leader agents)’’, ‘‘CellEVAC’’,
‘‘20% Leaders LF’’, ‘‘20% Leaders HF’’ configurations are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. As expected, with “CellEVAC,” a highly organized
behavior pattern is observed, a lower spatial density variation, and lower density at the exit gates when compared to the “NL”
scenario. In the CellEVAC guidance scenarios, there are significant differences between the scenario with LF follower agents and
the scenario with HF agents. In the HF scenario, the evacuation process is more homogeneous, inducing less crowd pressure at the
exits. It is observed how the tendency of the follower agents to adapt to the leading agents causes a grouping that coordinates the
evacuation process in terms of exit choice and target speed. Overall, these results have strengthened our confidence in the CellEVAC
system as an effective adaptive leader-based crowd guidance system.

6. Discussion

Our use of an adaptive guidance system based on cells and LED wristbands (CellEVAC) as a leader-based evacuation management
system has proven its efficiency in terms of safety and number of decision changes at the cost of higher evacuation times.
Interestingly, by varying the target speed of the leader agents we may balance the expected evacuation time against the intrinsic
risk of the crowd. The proposed system has as main requirements that the leaders are trained to move at a predetermined target
speed and attend the CellEVAC exit indications. Moreover, the follower agents are expected to know a priori the need to follow
the instructions of the closest leaders. These requirements could reasonably be satisfied by hiring a trained evacuation staff and
by advertising the leaders’ follow-up recommendations on the event website, signage, and tickets. Up to our knowledge, this is
the first leader-based evacuation guidance system based on LED wristbands for the adaptive recommendation of exit gates. We
strongly believe that this proposal has high potential due to its simplicity, with a human–machine interface which provides simple
instructions, and a deployment cost and complexity expected to be small.

The proposed behavioral model for follower pedestrians, structured in 3 layers as in Haghani and Sarvi (2019b), has allowed
us to model the tendency of evacuees to follow the leader’s guidance in a simple and straightforward manner. In our work, this
modeling has been restricted to modulate the imitation of the leader’s speed and choice of exit. Both the exit changing and exit
choice models are parameterized with distance, congestion, and inertia value (only the exit changing module). Keeping the proposed
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Fig. 7. Evolution of density and pedestrian outflow at exit gates for different scenarios: (1) NL: there are not leader agents, (2) CellEVAC: all the pedestrians are
leader agents, (3) 20% Leaders LF: 20% of pedestrians are leaders, and followers exhibit a low following-leader level, (4) 20% Leaders HF: 20% of pedestrians
are leaders, and followers exhibit a high following-leader level. In all the evacuation scenarios, leaders’ and followers’ preferred speeds are set to 1.24 m∕s and
1.86 m∕s, respectively.

structure, it would be possible to model different evacuation behaviors easily by partially modifying or extending the discrete choice
models of the last two layers.

Another relevant aspect to discuss in terms of modeling the degree of imitation relates to the distance thresholds used to assess
that a leader is visible and is considered in the exit change and exit choice decision processes. The strategy followed in our work
has been to keep the model as simple as possible. The larger or smaller population of leading agents determines the population’s
overall tendency to follow CellEVAC instructions for a predefined distance. An exciting extension of the model of follower agent
behavior on leader visibility would be given by a graduation of the level of visibility, determined from the density of pedestrians
in the direct line of sight to the leader.

We believe that the experimental results, reasonably reflect the viability of CellEVAC as a guidance tool in an evacuation context
with two different populations, leaders and followers. For practical purposes, one might wonder if it is more effective to have
expert agents who give recommendations to nearby groups of evacuees without LED wristbands or have an entire population of
evacuees without leaders, but with LED wristbands and little or no degree of training. This aspect is appealing and would require
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Fig. 8. Snapshots of two evacuation simulations: (a) where there are followers only, and their preferred speed is set to 1.86 m∕s; (b) where there are leaders
only, and their preferred speed is set to 1.24 m∕s. Black dots represent follower agents.
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Fig. 9. Snapshots of two evacuation simulations with a leader ratio of 20%. Leaders’ and followers’ preferred speeds are set to 1.24 m∕s and 1.86 m∕s, respectively.
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laboratory simulations or hypothetical-choice experiments. Our intuition is that in emergencies characterized by high levels of stress,
receiving human instructions is particularly important to promote coordinated evacuations and to improve safety (Lopez-Carmona
and Paricio Garcia, 2021).

Regarding the simulation–optimization process to configure CellEVAC, we considered an evacuation scenario where all evacuees
used the system, and there were no blockers or counterblows (e.g., emergency services). Thus, exciting aspects of studying are
how the proportion of leading agents and the consideration of blockers or counterblows influence the optimal configuration of
CellEVAC. In general, considering a scenario with a proportion of predetermined agents, behaviors, and expected environmental
factors improves the system’s operation. Also, note that our optimization goal implied minimizing the evacuation time and the
balance of outflows. However, other aspects could replace these goals depending on the specific application.

Finally, another of our main objectives was to use a global safety measure as a performance metric. As suggested in Hoogendoorn
et al. (2018b), pedestrian MFDs can be used in several applications such as the network-wide determination of Level-of-Service, the
crowd control, or the modeling of the coarse dynamics in pedestrian networks. For the specific purpose of measuring congestion and
risk in pedestrian crowds from a network-wide perspective, we have used pMFDs taking the crowd pressure as the reference value.
However, we are aware that other alternatives can measure intrinsic risk, such as the crowd-danger metric based on the rotational
velocity field proposed in Feliciani and Nishinari (2018). Also, we have used an arbitrary threshold to estimate safety, which is valid
for comparison and analysis purposes when the different flow dynamics to compare are similar. However, if the goal is to estimate
a precise probability of accidents happening, we would need a calibration technique to set adequate thresholds.

7. Conclusions

This paper has proposed a leader-based adaptive evacuation guidance system based on indoor positioning in cells and LED
wristbands (CellEVAC) used by trained evacuation staff. The system provides optimal exit indications showing different colors in
the wristbands, which allow leaders to choose a specific exit gate dynamically. The system requires trained leaders to move at a
predefined average speed, thus guiding evacuees to the appropriate exit and minimizing the inherent risk of the crowd. Using color
codes in LED wristbands, the interpretation of guidance indications is greatly simplified, essential in stressful environments found
typically during evacuations (Lopez-Carmona and Paricio-Garcia, 2020).

The proposed system architecture divides the facility into cells such that evacuation staff (leaders) in a cell receive the same
recommendations. An indoor positioning system provides evacuation staff location-aware capabilities through the wristbands. The
system’s core is the decision logic module that monitors the environment, decides on allocating exit gates (colors) to cells, and sends
this allocation throughout a broadcast communication channel to receiver nodes located in the cells.

We first found the optimal configuration of the CellEVAC heuristic function parameters that control the allocation of exit gates
(colors) to cells. This heuristic function depends on distance, congestion, flow, and inertia attributes. The simulation–optimization
process applied the Tabu-search algorithm to obtain the parameters that weigh the distance, congestion, and flow attributes. The
inertia attribute controls the number of decision changes induced, configured manually to obtain a reasonable number of exit-choice
decision changes. The goal was to minimize the evacuation time and variance of cumulative density at the exits.

One important contribution of our study has been to model the behavior of evacuees not wearing LED wristbands. Our general
requirements were to consider exit-choice and target speed determination processes, modeling the influence of leaders in the
decision-making processes. To formalize the adaptive exit-choice processes, we opted by the three-layered modeling architecture
proposed by Haghani and Sarvi (2019b), with an eligibility mechanism to avoid unfeasible exit-choice changing, an exit-choice
decision changing module based on a binary logit formula, and an exit-choice decision module based on a multinomial logit model.
The exit-choice decision changing module has been extended to include a new parameter that accounts for the change in the
indications generated by the leader agents. This model has been calibrated using existing simulation and experimental data (Haghani
and Sarvi, 2019b; Haghani et al., 2020) to maintain the decision change ratio at a low value. The most critical module regarding
exit-choice decisions, the exit-choice decision module, was calibrated with hypothetical-choice experiments, replicating emergency
evacuations with real participants. Finally, the choice of speed was modeled by evaluating leaders’ influence in the exit-choice
changing and exit-choice decision modules.

We have investigated the evacuation efficiency as a function of different levels of influence of leaders on evacuees and different
population sizes of leaders, considering evacuation time and measurement of congestion and risk. To estimate the intrinsic risk of
the pedestrian crowd, we used the “crowd pressure” metric, defined as the local variance of velocity multiplied by the corresponding
density calculated using the concept of Voronoi diagrams. We took a macroscopic approach in the evaluation process using
pedestrian Macroscopic Fundamental Diagrams representing crowd pressure vs. density points. Based on the pMFDs, we introduced
the safety value as an estimation of risk, calculated as the proportion of crowd pressure vs. density points below a crowd pressure
threshold.

The evidence from this study suggests the following:

• The viability of cell-based evacuation management systems as effective leader-based adaptive guidance systems based on
exit-choice indications.

• The capability of the behavior modeling proposed to capture decision-making processes related to imitation and following
behaviors, capturing the influence of leader agents.

• We may modulate the trade-off between evacuation time and safety by dimensioning and training the evacuation staff
adequately.
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• By varying the target speed of the leader agents, we may balance the expected evacuation time against the intrinsic risk of
the crowd.

• Improving safety and the number of decision changes comes at the cost of higher evacuation times.
• The proposed leader-based guidance system performs well even in evacuation scenarios with heterogeneous populations of

followers with different following behavior patterns.
• Feasibility of our modeling methodology and simulation–optimization framework as a general modeling architecture in which

different guidance system modeling alternatives could fit.
• This proposal has high potential due to its simplicity, with a human–machine interface that provides simple instructions and

a deployment cost and complexity expected to be small.

Several extensions to this research are being considered. We investigate the influence of different imitation and evacuation speed
profiles on evacuation performance when using the leader-based CellEVAC system. We are also studying whether we can improve
safety and evacuation time simultaneously by dynamically controlling the leaders’ speed.
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